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(709) 739-1882 / easternedgegallery@gmail.com
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Message from the Minister
Department of Tourism, Culture and Recreation

On behalf of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, it is my pleasure to extend a warm 
welcome to all the artists and visitors to the 11th Annual 24-Hour Art Marathon Festival, taking 
place at the Eastern Edge Gallery in St. John’s, from August 13-22.

Since 1999, this well-known festival has grown into a true celebration of creativity for artists and 
audiences alike. Over 100 local artists will be provided the opportunity to experience a variety 
of talks and workshops, gain professional development within the community and experience 
interacting with the public, all while they craft vibrant, creative pieces of artwork.

The Provincial Government supports artistic expression in all its forms, and the non-commercial, 
artist-run Eastern Edge Gallery offers a venue where contemporary artists, who create work in a 
wide range of media, can exhibit their work. 

All the best for a successful and memorable festival.

Sincerely, 

Honourable Terry French
Minister
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The performers are booked. The volunteers are ready. The marathoners are 
itching to begin. After months of planning, searching, organizing, and hamming it 
up, 24 HAM is officially here.

And it’s here because of you! By reading this, you are contributing in an unimaginably 
invaluable way. It’s the support of artists, art lovers, community leaders, local business 
owners and managers, musicians, hard-working volunteers, and all the individuals 
that have an interest in contemporary art that keeps us going year after year. Peruse 
the program and attend the events to see why we’re so excited to bring dozens of 
artists and musicians to St. John’s this year. And even if you’re not participating, be 
sure to drop by for the marathon on August 21 to see over 100 artists creating art 
before your eyes.

Although the festival name will be changing in 2011, the 24 Hour Art Marathon 
won’t disappear, nor will the days of showcasing local, national, and international 
performance and talent.

From the festival committee and the staff at Eastern Edge, we welcome you to the 
24 Hour Art Marathon Festival 2010!

Welcome

2010 Festival Staff 
James Michael McDonald, Festival Coordinator

Kyle Bustin, Participant Coordinator
David Lander, Volunteer Coordinator

2010 Eastern Edge Gallery Staff
Michelle Bush, Director

Mary MacDonald, Director’s Assistant
Graham Blair, Communications and Outreach Coordinator 

7 Plank Road  St. John’s NL  CANADA  A1E 1H3  Tel. 709.753.0580  christinaparkergallery.com

July through August…
 

Revolving exhibitions 
of new and existing work 

by gallery artists.

2010 Festival Committee
Cyril Butler

Chris Chipman 
Chrissy Dicks

Rachel Jean Harding
Jud Haynes
Kevin Hehir
Jon Montes
Bryan Oliver

Soren Sigurdsson

2010 Board of Directors
Dona Bulgin
Cyril Butler

Rachel Jean Harding
David Kaarsemaker

John McDonald
Charissa Reeves

Leisha Sagan
Darren Whalen, Chair 

Zea Cline
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SATURDAY
August 14

Eastern Edge Gallery presents the Summer Saunter gallery and artist studio 
crawl! We encourage visitors to pick up a map at Eastern Edge or at one of the 
participating locations. The Summer Saunter continues until Sunday August 15. 

Eastern Edge Gallery  72 Harbour Drive.
Saturday | Lia Rogers Landscape Walk, Heidi Wagner Tree Cozies, all -day outdoor art installations throughout St. 
John’s until Sunday Aug 22
Sunday | Family Launch for 24 HAM Festival, kids’ activities and entertainment, 12 to 5pm

A1C Gallery  8 Baird’s Cove.
Saturday | Ruth Marsh  Pareidolia, until Aug 28, 12 to 5pm 

St. Michael’s Printshop  72 Harbour Drive.
Saturday | local, national and international work from the print collection, 12-5pm

Craft Council of Newfoundland and Labrador  59 Duckworth St.
Saturday | Eighth Annual Beach Firing Fundraiser at Middle Cove Beach. Local ceramicists fire their creations using 
seaweed, sawdust, and driftwood to produce magnificent colours and textures. Pottery and sculpture sold on beach 
ranges from $1-100. Pack a picnic!  *Rain Date: the next sunny weekend day, 10am 
Sunday | Annual Members Exhibition, closing reception. A members’ exhibit where the only criteria is excellence, all 
media, styles, and themes are showcased with pride, 1-5pm

Studio 177 - June Walker Wilson  177 Water St., 3rd floor.
Saturday + Sunday | Oil paintings, textiles and watercolours accompanied by tea, coffee and snacks,1-5pm

Heather Reeves  165 Gower St.
Saturday + Sunday | Revolving around the immigrant experience of both belonging and not belonging to place, 
Ms. Reeves’ hooked mats incorporate traditional mat technique with new materials such as wire screening, wax and 
phototransfer, 12-5pm 

Annette Manning 52 Bonaventure Ave.
Sunday | drawing and sculpture accompanied by wine and cheese, 12-5pm

Cruel and Bountiful Sea Studio - Will Gill  177 Water St., 2nd floor.
Saturday | sculpture and new paintings, 2-4pm

WH Allderdice  34 Battery Rd.
Sunday | selection of painted works, 12-5pm

Red Ochre Gallery  96 Duckworth St.
Saturday + Sunday | On display several pieces by each of the gallery artists with an emphasis on Newfoundland 
images, Sat 10-5:30pm, Sun 1-4:30pm

Leyton Gallery of Fine Art  Cliff Baird’s Cove, Off Water.
Saturday + Sunday | Annual Summer Show, accompanied by cookies and coffee, Sat 11-5pm, Sun 12-5pm

Christina Parker Gallery  7 Plank Road.
Saturday | Gallery artists featuring  work from Bruce Alcock, Grant Boland, Tara Bryan, Scott Goudie, 
Helen Gregory, Tom Hammick, Terrence Howell, and Bill Rose, 11-5pm

 

SummerSaunter
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SUNDAY
August 15

The Summer Saunter continues! Pick up a special map at 
Eastern Edge Gallery or at one of the participating locations for 
more details. 

Oev       lving wall

Lfamily     aunch

SummerSaunter

From Sunday, August 15 to Saturday, August 21, various artists 
will be painting the front wall of the gallery! The art will change 
several times, so be sure to check back to see original creations 
throughout the week.

We’ll be celebrating our 
children’s programming 
with different activities 
from 12-4, including 
face painting with The 
Wandering Brush. 

Local artist Heidi Wagner 
will also be giving a 
demonstration on Tree 
Cozy construction from 
12-1pm.

 24
photo credit Devon Crosbie
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TUESDAY
August 17

community BBQ
Alicia Grant(Toronto) Here & Now

Planned Parenthood
Planned Parenthood is a non-profit, pro choice sexual health organization 

serving all parts of the province. Our mission is to promote positive 
sexual health through education, community partnerships, information 

and services within an environment that supports and respects individual 
choice. We work cooperatively with community-based and government 
organizations to achieve the goals of positive attitudes toward sexuality, 

responsible sexual practices and preventive health care.

Here&Now is a contemporary dance solo 
that investigates memory, expectation and 
the homeland.  The performance will mix 
disparate details of nights that go too late, 
ocean sounds, the comfort and tangles of 
family, friendly cabbies and steep hills with 
dance, confessions, and a Purity Syrup 
interlude.   

Originally from St. John’s, Newfoundland, 
Alicia Grant is a graduate of the York 
University BFA dance program. Her 
collaborative work with Cara Spooner 
has been presented at XPACE Cultural 
Centre, Harbourfront Centre, LadyFest, 

Nuit Blanche, Artscape’s Toronto New Works Showcase (Pleasure Dome), Series 8:08, 7a*11d 
Festival and the Festival of New Dance. As an interpreter, she has worked with Zoja Smutny/Passbo 
Dance Theatre, Jenn Goodwin, Meagan O’Shea, Keiko Kitano, Compagnie Mandoline Hybride 
and Integrated Dance Artists Collective.  Alicia has been an artist-in-residence at CESTA in Tabor, 
Czech Republic and Caldera Arts Center in Sisters, Oregon.  In August 2010, she will present a duet 
in Toronto for two women, two hawaiian shirts and one pair of XXL jogging pants.

Here & Now will be presented at the Cochrane Street United Church
(81 Cochrane St.) at 7pm.
Free admission.

12-2pm

Marvellous masks, Lanterns and Pinatas
Rkids’ wo       kshops

Come to day two to continue your creations!

11-2pm  

                             Sponsored by Flowerchild

workshop!

nature’s most passionate statement. SOREN SIGURDSSON Screen Printing on fabrics is a continued interest of mine. 
GINOK SONG I will try to create an etching that shows the emotional human nature beneath an ordinary life moment. 
MELANIE STEWART Art allows you to express thoughts, feelings, and general incoherencies on paper undiluted. It 
is freeing and liberating, and it gives a place for these parts of me to belong. Angela Szabo An Eastern Eclectic Art, 
symbolizing one chakra energy field. ANDREA VINCENT I will be collecting, archiving, mapping, stitching and printing. 
Drinking Tea during the Marathon? Please save your used tea bags for me!! JILLIAN WAITE I will be painting with 
encaustic, experimenting with textured surfaces and found objects and materials. DARREN WHALEN I will create a 
big, colourful, drippy painting of two open mouths. One mouth will be spewing rainbow colours into the other. I will 
call it Taste the Rainbow. ALLEN WALLBOURNE Working with applied embroidery to fabric I concoct conceive 
contrive compose create construct while considering my control to coordinate and consummate my wonderful colourful 
amazingness. JESSE WALKER With tape rolls (rolls of tape) he is using gravity to explore minimalist sculpture and 
extensive time based sculptural activity.  The self generates its own outcome. SNOWDEN WALTERS I am most 
content when working on the subject of Newfoundland and Labrador landscapes and marine scenes, although to 
explore other avenues is always a possibility. JESSICA WILKINS Photography has been my life for as long as I can 
remember. It’s my outlook on the world, It’s all I see no matter where I am, or what I’m doing. I can’t picture myself 
doing anything else. It’s what I love, and what I’m most passionate about. LOGAN WOOD Making some art about 
secrets and wild animals and everything that happens under our skin. Colouring and carving away until time is up or 
I’m happy.

spotlight artists

volunteers

W.H. ALLDERDICE (2-5pm) I will be painting still-lifes of sort of unrelated objects. i.e. a spur, flower and a skull. 
Perhaps flowers in a vase as well. MELANIE FRANCIS (noon-2pm) I will be making “SHKirts!” These SHKirts will be 
made in all shapes and sizes and can be worn at anytime, on anyday, in anyway! They are versatile garments that 
serve the functions of both a shirt and a skirt! You decide WHEN to wear it, you decide WHERE to wear it, you decide 
HOW to wear it! WILL GILL (2-6pm) Oil painting on linen DAVE HOPLEY (9pm-12am) I’ll be attempting to screen 
print a very long scroll-like work featuring penny farthing bicycles. My idea is to auction/sell it off as “art by the foot”. I’ll 
mark off one foot sections and people can choose to bid on one or more feet of art. CARA LEWIS (8pm-11pm)No one 
dances enough outside, so participants will be sweating, smiling and moving without walls. A presentation of some 
choreographed pieces will be included, as well as a group dance party! ANITA SINGH (2-6pm)I will be working with a 
variety of printmaking techniques; possibly monotype, relief, photocopy litho transfer, and etching. My subject matter 
will most likely be insects, my son, sea life, seeds, flowers, rocks and cells. SARA TILLEY (4-7pm) Weiner Shaman 
is Sara’s once-a-year Art-Marathon-exclusive performance as a Shaman from parts unknown who uses (vegan) meat 
to divine your inner truths. $1 gets you weiner augury, beefy love potions, meaty amulets against evil, or pregnancy-
detecting meatballs…for a spirit animal trance you will need to pay a little more.

A great big THANK YOU to our Volunteers! We couldn’t do it without you.

Reggie Hynes
Deborah Jackman
Jamie Lewis
Kaitlin Ludlow
Duncan Major
Ruth Martin
Anna Moreau
Andrew Pike
Morgan Tobin Locke
Andrea Vincent
LIsa Weber
Cara Winsor-Hehir

Neesha Acharya
Kaila Bush-Blais
Kaitlyn Bowering

Kimmy Byrne
Melanie Cook
Devon Crosby

Xiongyi Cui
Jennifer Dyer

Reuben Finkel
Candace Fulford
Nicole Goodyear
Christina Hamlyn

MARATHON
August 21-22

photo credit Devon Crosbie
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WEDNESDAY
August 18

The new media art collective 
SWEATSHOPPE has developed a 
technology dubbed “video painting” 
that uses cameras, projectors, and 
computer vision software to track a 
paint roller, projecting video wherever 
it moves to create the illusion that 
video is being applied to a surface. 
During the festival, SWEATSHOPPE, 
will paint live video collages, layering 
videos on top of another creating 
constantly evolving compositions and 
narration.

SWEATSHOPPE is a new multimedia art collective that works at the intersection of art, music, and 
technology. Whether it be as a dance-driven electronic music performance that emphasizes 3D 
visuals, the development of interactive installations, or the fabrication of guerrilla technologies to 
augment public space, the duo strives toward an element of pop accessibility that is so often ignored 
in the technocentric world of experimental media.

SWEATSHOPPE’s performance will take place live in the Fortis Properties parking lot on 
Harbour Drive from 10pm-12am. After the performance head back to the Rose & Thistle for 
another set by Matthew Hornell and the Diamond Minds. SWEATSHOPPE will also be making 
another appearance at the 24 Hour Art Marathon Festival at The Fancy Artist Talks on Thursday, 
August 19 at 7pm.

SWEATSHO            E(New York, NY)
PPNEESHA ACHARYA Art is not a luxury for the rich to display a status symbol, with which they play. Some of the 

most beautiful art has a role; from the blue and white china of a sugar bowl to the simple coloured buttons of a remote 
control. MARK ADAMS With Intaglio, I’ll be exploring some techniques of the medium that are both expressive and 
imaginative, creating different representations of ideas, thoughts, and areas. BENJAMIN ALLAIN I will be exploring 
the element of chance in producing coffee spill drawing without any prepatory work and its natural, conceptual flow. 
However, I must guarantee the following will show up in some shape or idea: Crows, strings, antlers, targets, chairs, 
guitars, trees, cages. CLARE ASQUITH FINEGAN I am exploring communication and community. For the 24 hours 
I will be taking requests from the audience to write letters. They will fill out a form that includes a postal address, a 
release form, and the type of letter they want written. The end item for auction will be a copy of the series of letters 
written in this limited time. KELLY BASTOW I have not had any training, but have always been passionate about art. 
I think a bunch of artists getting together and all creating something is a really interesting and inspiring idea. I will be 
making an ink work. MARK BENNETT Will be returning to making mix media pieces using stencils and acrylic paint 
on canvas and other found objects. KRISTINE BREEN It’s just what I feel compelled to do; imagination welded with 
spontaneity. DYLAN CAG Body art has been with us since the dawn of humanity, its expression calls out the power 
within us, catalyzes the imagination, and focuses the mind and spirit in a way that is simply beyond the ordinary. JEN 
CAKE I wanted to create this piece as a way to involve many participants/artists/viewers at the marathon using paint 
inside balloons. The people involved will have to throw darts at the balloons that are mounted on canvas to create a 
collaborative peice of art. I am interested in the idea of chance and relinquishing control to the audience. My intention 
for this project is to provoke a sense of childlike spontaneity. RENEE CALLAHAN-ST.JOHN I live, work, and play in 
St. John’s. I lyk art cuz itz fun. DARCIE COHEN While going to school in Vancouver I often asked people if they had 
ever made art for 24 hours. “Umm... no” was what they generally said. As much as I personally enjoy painting and 
drawing, I also find it highly entertaining to hang out at a gallery all night and see what others are creating, then irritate 
them with questions about it. Thank you organizers, volunteers and artists! PANSHARD COLLECTIVE Inclusion 
means getting in and getting dirty. We won’t sit on the sidelines looking in… We will get in and mix it up. The Panshard 
Collective will work together to promote artistic expression from a cross-disability perspective. MELANIE COOK I will 
be creating a series of small paintings that have a single subject and focus on colour and texture. My favourite subjects 
are simple everyday things that inspire me: vegetables, herbs, plants; food, drink; urban wildlife. DANIELLE CROKE 
Danielle specializes in a sort of cartoon fantasy art, but likes to try out different styles. She finds drawing and painting 
therapeutic, always has, and discovered that she has more inspiration for her pieces when creating them for others. 
RAYMOND DENTY This piece I’m doing for the 24 Hour Art Marathon is a medieval fantasy scene done in stipling. 
I have participated in the marathon in the past and found it really fun and rewarding. I’ve had no formal training; I’ve 
been mentored a bit but most of what I’ve learned has been on my own. I’ve always been inspired by movies, music, 
and books. I like taking pictures from other sources and turning it into something I can use. CHRISSY DICKS This 
year I’ll be experimenting with collage and colour techniques. I will also be completing a mini series of paintings titled 
“Hopeless Romance”. CYNTHIA DUNPHY + TREVOR WHITE We will be performing a small scale home building 
piece with found materials. JILLIAN FOGARTY I will be exploring the art of narrative through comic-strip-esque/
storyboard pieces. I will use a variety of media including watercolour, markers, pen and ink. CANDACE FULFORD 
Most of my artwork stems directly from my examination of my own reality and life experience. I am preoccupied with 
analyzing influential personal narratives & interactions that breed strong emotional responses & lingering memories. 
MICHAEL GIBBONS I will be doing a graffiti mural (small scale) with aerosol paint for the sake of making art. JANICE 
GODIN I’ll be painting an abstract contour human female figure on a large canvas using acrylic. I love the medium and 
the subject is one that I’ve been exploring lately because I love it. I’ve done a nude that sits in my living room right now 
and I’d like to create another, non-nude, using a subject. JONATHAN GREEN A post romantic artist with a mind on 
the North Pole and an affinity for suffering. Thus a lithograph in 24 hours, from graining to print.  KAYLA HALVERSON 
Traditional penciled art, drawings of landscapes or animals. Drawing mostly for fun, and for practice. JAMIE HAMUM 
I will be making sketches of the female form and of interactions between people, some using references and some 
without. FATIMA HAMMOND I worked for a long time in a very meticulous way, detail focused style and Batik has 
freed my line work and use of colour. I will be creating a street scene of a downtown location.  VINCENT HANNON 
I’ll be working on 2-3 juggling routines throughout the day. I’ll be working with three different props. I’m exploring a 
specific creative activity for building a unique routine. ANDREW HARVEY is as prolific as he is long-winded. At the 
last art marathon he made 102 pieces of art (including 2 sandwiches).  This year he intends to make even more than 
the last year! Holy Snikies!! AMANDA HENNESSEY I am currently doing the Harbourside Arts program. Sketching is 
the main focus of my work, but within the last three years, I have expanded to 

marathon artistsMARATHON
August 21-22

Sponsored by Ballistic
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THURSDAY
August 19

community BBQ
12-2pm

Oxfam Canada
Oxfam Canada believes that people together can create a fair world, 

free of poverty and injustice.  We work with allies in Canada and around 
the world to change the policies and practices that perpetuate human 
suffering. We support organizations in poor communities overseas in 

their struggle to secure basic rights. Oxfam’s advocacy and campaigns 
for just policies are rooted in the knowledge and experience gained in 

that struggle.

Benjamin Allain(Halifax) 
Storytelling, Chance & Collaboration

There is a perfect midpoint, somewhere. 
At one end there are the academics, the 
planners, the thinkers, philosophers. At 
the other end are the folks, the ones who 
roll with the punches; the storytellers, the 
ne’er-do-wells. If you happily hover around 
the middle and believe in the element of 
chance, you’ll create stories that some of 
the people at both ends can relate to.

On his fourth birthday, Benjamin recieved 
a pencil set. Short on paper, he resorted 
to the back pages of his mother’s recipe 
book. It was a defining moment. He has 
spent the past twenty one years wandering 
around eastern Canada, paying his way by 
selling the stories he makes with coffee,  

paint, paper and the imagination of a four year old.

A maze of art-making stations, where individuals are asked to explore Benjamin Allain’s methods of storytelling 
through situations of chance and collaboration. Expect to divulge secrets and weave myths on a typewriter, find 
your imagination in a puddle of spilled coffee, and create with your community on canvas. 

2-5pm. Free admission.

Pick-Me-Up Artists’ Collective presents:

fancy artist talks late night music
Learning with a twist, a lemon twist! members and invited 
artists have approximately 15 minutes to present their artistic 
practice while audience members enjoy a fancy cocktail 
designed to match their work! Artists include: Lalie Douglas, 
Alicia Grant, Phillipa Jones, David Kaarsemaker, Jesse 
Walker, SWEATSHOPPE, Carolyn Morgan, Anna Felaxos, 
and Catherine Beaudette.  This event, a tradition during the 
24 Hour art Marathon Festival, is sure to be elegant, spirited 
and fun! 

7pm   Admission by donation.

Late Night local music at the Rose & Thistle! 
Ben Rigby (St. John’s) One of the many hungry, but 
happy, musicians in St. John’s, Ben Rigby brings the 
unique sound of the banjo to the forefront of the local 
music scene. With mountainous lands of inspiration and 
a total lack of regard for songwriting conventions, the 
banjo becomes a compelling voice of its own backed up 
by the eccentric meanderings of Ben Rigby

Cold River Choir (St. John’s) Cold River Choir is not 
a choir so much as a gang of moody fellows making 
dramatic folk music. Cold River Choir is Gavin Simms, 
Evan Brennan, James Parsons, Stephen Rossiter, Sam 
MacKenzie.

11pm    Admission $10.

workshop!

A bicycle-powered audience-generated 
piece in which participants complete
the sentence: “I Love...”, having 
complete freedom to express this 
complex emotion however they wish. 
Photographs of the participants and 
their expressions of love are projected 
for all to see, but in a random sequence, 
creating anonymity.

Founded in 2008, Pick-Me-Up Artists’ 
Collective brings together emerging
visual artists for the purpose of fuelling 
inspiration and providing creative 
outlets. PMU offers members a socially 

supportive network which will encourage the cultivation of ideas and the continuing development of skills and 
concepts, creating educational, collaborative, and career-enhancing opportunities between artists.
 
Pick-Me-Up Artists’ Collective will present their work in the parking lot of Eastern Edge Gallery on Marathon 
Day, 12-8pm. Other apperances include Art School 101, an open discussion on works in progress on Monday 
August 16 at 7pm where Hillary Winter is an invited guest. The collective is also a partner in the presentation 
of Benjamin Allain’s workshop on Thursday August 19 at 12pm. 

Pick-Me-Up Artists’ Collective(St. John’s) I Love...

Come visit CFAs Pasha Malla and Stefanie Bruce in their 
impromptu living room in the Eastern Edge parking lot and go 
away with a free painting -- all they ask for is a good story in 
return. Participants will eventually also receive free copies of a 
chapbook that compiles the day’s stories and images together.

Stefanie Bruce, a graduate of NSCAD’s Fine Arts Program, has 
most recently shown work at the Halifax Public Archives and 
St. Ann’s Warehouse in Brooklyn, New York. Pasha Malla is 
the author of The Withdrawal Method, a Globe and Mail “Best 
Book” of 2008 and winner of the Trillium Book Award.

Pasha Malla + Stefanie Bruce will present their work in the 
parking lot of Eastern Edge Gallery on Marathon Day! 12-8pm

Pasha Malla + Stefanie Bruce(Toronto) 
Come In, Go Away

art in the parkin        lot
MARATHON
August 21-22 G


